
 Required graduates for EMC in Beer-Sheva 
 
RSA, a world renowned security company (owned by EMC), is opening a 
large project in Beer-Sheva and is looking for graduates of 2nd and 3rd 
degrees. They are talking about the coming months. Concurrently, so is EMC 
(e.g., looking for same graduates for their project in BS). 
Below are a few lines that their representative wrote for me, describing all 
relevant projects and needs. MSc and PhD students who are graduating soon 
can apply to the listed contacts below. 
 
 
1.  We are looking to build a development center of up to 50 
developers by the end of the year. 
 
2.  Are focus is on large scale distributed server development in the 
areas of Databases, Storage and networking. Programming is usually 
done in C or C++, and involves applied algorithms, engineering, 
software engineering and product understanding. 
 
We are looking for people in all experience levels with current well 
defined positions : 
 
 
 
*   Architect with 8+ years of experience in leading companies 
 
*   Group manager ( manager of team leaders ) 
 
*   Team Leader 5+ years of experience and at least 2 years as a manager 
 
*   Experienced Junior (2-3 years) or senior (5+) software developers 
 
 
 
3. For our RSA activity we are looking for about 10+ positions . These 
are more focused on application engineers working in Java. 
 
We are also looking for excellent QA engineers for this department, 
mainly for QA automation, so strong development skills are needed. 
 
 
 
In general, I'm looking for signs of excellence more than exact domain 
knowledge. 
 
Signs of excellence can be academic , from the industry, or from the 
army or from community activities. 
 
 



 
 
Our main target audience is : 
 
 
 
*   Experienced employees who live in the negev and commute to the 
center ( we prefer not to take form other negev companies ) 
 
*   Master students who want to move to the industry and will consider 
staying in BS for an exciting career, hopefully with industry\army 
background 
 
*    Top first degree students . Probably from computer science or 
communication department. Previous experience is great, but we will 
have some positions for fresh students. 
 
*   Strong people with knowledge in pattern recognition, machine 
learning and databases 
 
 
 
*   All resume should be sent to il-hr@rsa.com and it would be great 
to cc me as well (ophir.kraoz@emc.com ) 
 
*   We plan to be in the campus on the employment fair and to have a 
dedicated spotlight day about a week before ( May 18th timeframe ) 
 
 
 
Note: 
 
*   We are also looking for an administrator for the site ( 
purchasing, logistics, HR, executive assistance ). 
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